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By Mark Glover
Editor

Taf t discusses
economic issues
An
Independent
Student
Voice

Probing into , most of the
contemporary
national
and
international economic issues, VS.
Sen. Robert Taft Jr. last night
initiated a lecture series that bears his
name.
Taft. Ohio's senior senator, spoke
to a small audience on "The
Economy and its Relationship to
Foreign Affairs" to inaugurate the
Union Activities Organization's Taft
Lecture Series-a program that will
bring government officials to speak
annually at the University at no
charge.

THE
REPUBLICAN
senator
explained to his audience that "we
have to find some answers to
national and world economic
problems" and proceeded to express
his personal views on some of those
problems.
Pointing out that most of his mail
was against a federal financial bail
out of New York City. Taft argued
that the city had not taken adequate
steps to save itself from monetary
ruin. The senator said he would not
favor a massive federal aid plan for
the city because lie is convinced that
substantial help can come from New
York's state government, a mciMitc
Taft said cannot be exercised with
federal government aid.

Turning to the economic aspects
of military aid abroad, Taft said
continued aid has led in part to a
stabilization of tensions in the
Middle East In addition, the senator
noted that a drastic reduction in
military aid-as many politicians have
advocatcd-could lead to a national
economic problem resulting from a
loss of income and jobs in those
agencies that deal primarily with
foreign military shipments.

"a small percentage of our
resources."
Taft added that it is hard for
Americans to accept a foreign aid
program in today's economy because
there is an illusion that those goods
could be put to better use in this
nation. But the senator said the
current foreign aid measures are
beneficial in the long run.
Taft said this was especially true in
the case of the Russian wheat deal,
where the U.S. is shipping out a
surplus of wheat grain. Elaborating
on the sensitive wheat issue. Taft said
that the U.S. consumes only about
40 per cent of its produced wheat
gram.

REGARDING
non-military
foreign aid. Taft said the U.S. has
shed its "humanitarian overcoat"
concept dating back to the Marshall
Plan, and he said it "is in the best
interest" of the country 10 ship out
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Schoolkids' - 'not leaving'

Finder's lowers prices
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter

reason for lowering popular albums'
prices to $3.69 is "to create
excitement."

Although the two major record
shops in town deny that a record price
war is going on, one of the stores
lowered its prices thirty cents on
current albums.
"There is no price war as far as
we're
concerned." said
Daniel
Hosteller, assistant
manager of
Finder's Records. 128 N. Main St.
Finder's reduced its regularly priced
$3.99 albums to $3.(•>' Friday "Thai
will be the regular price." Hoslctlcr
said. "It's not a sale price."

Larry Suiter, a freshman in pre-law. was "egged on" by his
Rodgers Quad colleagues as he attempted to eat 52 eggs in one
hour. Larry ate 28 and a half eggs before stopping. (Newsphoto
by Mindy Milligan)

V

"WE THINK $3.69 Is an exciting
price. We wain lo create excitement
and activity over our record store, "lie
said. "When people come in, they'll
gel excited and buy two. three records
for $3.69 and then notice how much
else we've got to offer."
Halamay explained thai the concepl
of Finder's is thai of I music library. •
He said the store contain! tapes and
classical records, while Schoolkids'
carries only popular albums
Hosteller said the new low prices
SOON AFTER Schoolkids' Records. will mil present financial difficulties
134 W. Wooslci St.. came to town in for Ihc record shop. "We're not losing
February, Finder's lowered its prices on money." lie said, "but we're nol
Ihc 200 nationally lop selling $6.98 millionaires, either. We're laking care
list albums to $3.99 from $4,99 lo of ourselves."
Schoolkids' Records owner John
match Schoolkids' everyday price of
Underwood said lie does nol think
13.99,
During the summer, Finder's there is a record price war in the city.
lowered its prices lo $3.80 while "If there is one, lit cold." he said.
Schoolkids' price remained at $3.99.
HE EXPLAINED thai Ihc problem
"We're not trying to hurl anybody,
we're just trying .to be competitive." is nol a record war. bill that Finder's
Hosteller said. "People gel the wrong management is trying lo run his shop
idea sometimes. There's no hard out of (own.
Underwood said Ihal before his
feelings between us and the other
slore came lo ihc city. Finder's had no
store."
Gregory Halamay, anolher assistant competition. He added there were
manager of Finder's, said the main problems between Ihc two Stores even

Serious crimes rise in Ohio
By The Associated Press
Serious crime in Ohio increased in
1974. with 4S3.47I violent and
properly crimes reported compared to
375.140 a year earlier, according io
the FBI's annual Uniform Crime
Reports released yesterday.
Violent crime in Ohio-including
murder, forcible rape, robbery and
aggravated assault - jumped from
31.304 in 1973 to 39.094 last year.
BURGLARY, larcenty-theft and
auto theft, classified as property
crimes, increased to 414,377 in 1974
from 343,377 two years ago.
There were 38,118 violent crimes in

Ohio cities in 1974. compared to 976
in rural areas of ihc slale.
Slalewide. ihere were 394.912
properly crimes in cities last year and
19,465 rural properly crimes.
Overall. Ohio recorded an increase
In serious crime of 78.331 from 1973.
HERE IS a breakdown of crime in
the slate's major metropolitan areas:
-Akron, including Summit and
Portage counties, listed 36.116 serious
crimes in 1974. The highest area totals
within the Iwo categories were 1,182
aggravated assaults and
21.234
larceny-thefts.
-Canton showed 13.282 properly
crimes and 1.143 violenl crimes for
Carroll and Stark counties. The area

recorded 667 robberies and 7,905
larceny-thefts for the highest totals
within Ihe index.

Fairfield. Franklin, Madison and
Pickaway counties had 53.787,
including 49,807 properly crimes.

-CINCINNATI, including Clermont,
Hamilton and Warren counties in
Ohio, plus Kentucky's Campbell and
Kenlon counlies and Dearborn
County, Ind.. reported 63,044 total
serious crimes Thai total included
2,323
robberies
and
33,664
larceny-thefts.
-Cleveland area serious crime totals
for 1974 were 94,816 covering
Cuyahoga. Geauga. Lake and Medina
counlies. There were 12.274 violenl
crimes and 82.542 property crimes
reported for Ihe period.
-Columbus, covering Delaware,

-DAYTON,
including Greene,
Miami. Montgomery and Preble
counlies. recorded 46.330 serious
crimes, 42,077 of them properly
offenses.
-Toledo
totals.
encompassing
Fulton. Lucas. Ollawa and Wood
counlies in Ohio and Monroe Counly.
Mich., showed 38,756 properly crimes
and 3,233 violenl crimes.
-Youngstown recorded 17,454
serious crimes in Mahoning and
Trumbull counties. That total included
15.652 properly crimes and 1,802
violenl crimes.

before Schoolkids' Records opened.
I'rulerwood's wife Alba said ilia!
while she and her husband were
building record shelves in ihc shop.
Ross Halamay. owner of Finder's, and
his son Gregory came over lo talk lo
them,
"They told us there wasn't enough
room in Bowling Green for two record
stores," she said. "He (Ross) told us he
didn't wain lo see us lose money and
suggested we leave."
She added thai Ross Halamav lold
many people in town lhal Schoolkids'
would he run oul of town within Iwo
months. "Bui we're si ill here." she
said. "And he's slill trying to run us
out.
"HE WAS even after our landloid
for rcnling lo us al all. He warns a
monopoly in the town so he can
charge what he wants."
She said that Schoolkids' is not
going lo lower their prices just because
Finder's did. "Al first when we found
oul about It, wc were ready to lower
our prices. We though! the $3.69 was

lor all $6.98 list records." she said.
"Bui ihc $.369 is just for new
releases."
llndcrwtxid noled thai Schoolkids'
prices are lowCl llun Finder's on all
albums bin ihc ones thai jusl were
reduced. "Our double albums are $2
undei Finders' prices." she said. "And
while iheir prices on new releases aie
lower Ihan oui prices, all their olher
albums are $4.99 •• a dollar over our
regular prices."
Schoolkids'owners agreed lhal they
did not ihink Finders could sell
Current releases foi $'.69 very long
because they have a high overhead.
fhey said they could afford to sell all
albums foi $3.99 because their slore
lias lew expenses
"THE ONLY reason Finder's
lowered their prices is because llicy
want us oul of business Before we
came, they nevei had any sales."
"If the students support us. low
prices will slay in Bow ling Green, "his
wife added. "They're (low prices) here
because we're here. And we're
definitely not leaving."

Quintans appeal case
TRENTON. NJ.(AP) -The parents
of Karen Anne Quinlan appealed lo a
higher court yesterday in Iheir quest
for legal authority lo lei iheir daughter
die.
Their attorney. Paul Armstrong,
filed die notice with the Appellate
Division of Superior Court. Ihe slate's
second highest court. He appealed the
decision of Superior Court Judge
Robert Muir Jr., who refused
permission to disconnect the respirator
lhal has kept Miss quinlan alive since
she fell into a coma more than seven
monlhs ago. Armstrong said he would
file a brief within 45 days.
In a news conference, Armstrong
said he would advance the same
constitutional arguments made in the
trial, holding that in extreme cases,
there is a constitutional right lo die.
HE SAID he would also ask lhal the
comatose woman's father, Joseph
Quinlan. be made her sole guardian.
Muir appointed an attorney to act as
her guardian in decisions about her
care and ireunion!

Quinlan had asked al Ihe trial 10 be
appointed sole guardian with legal
authority lo unplug his daughter's
respirator.
He and his wife. Julia, also argued
thai Iheir freedom of religion would
be violated if ihcy were nol pcrmillcd
lo act on their belief.'as Roman
Catholics, lhal extraordinary medical
measures should nol he used lo
preserve meaningless life for hopeless
patients.
Bui Muii said ihc decision on when
lo slop trcalmcnl should be made only
by physicians.

Weather
Mostly
sunny
today
and
Wednesday. Highs 60 to 65. Fair
tonight. Low in the low to mid
40s. Probability of precipitation
10 per cent today and tonight.

Sara Moore trial Dec. 15
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) » Sara
moore
was
declared
mentally
competent yesterday to stand trial
Dec. 15 on a charge of trying to
assassinate President Gerald Ford.

Fatigue hits
Graham Nash
Following
Thursday
night's
Crosby/Nash
concert.
performer
Graham Nash was taken to Wood
County Hospital for a respiratory
ailment.
Union
Aclivilies
Organization
Program Director James Sioi.ni said
Nash had X-rays taken, which were
I negative. He said Nash probably was
suffering from fatigue as a result of
being on tour.
Nash said he has had trouble
breathing lately, so Mac Holbert, a
road manager, took him to the
hospital. There he as "advised and
discharged," according to a hospital
spokesman.
Stofan said Nash must not have
been too ill, since he was later singing
the .McDonald's jingle at the Hobday
Unn"' irty for the group.

U. S. District Court Judge Sameual
Conli, who had previously entered an
innocent plea for her, rearraigned
Moore and accepted her plea of
innocent.
APPARENTLY unswayed by a
recent appeals court ruling, Conti
ordered her trial to move ahead swiftly
and sternly declared he would tolerate
no delays in the starting date.
"I want to make one thing clear lo
Miss Moore," Ihe judge said, "that ihe
trial on this mailer will be held on
Dec. IS."
Conti said he based his compeience
ruling on Ihe reports of a six-member
psychiatric panel of experts who
examined ihe 45-year-old defendant.
MOORE listened attentively io .he
proceedings and broke into a buad
smile when Judge Conli declared her
competent.
The judge said the doctors were
given copies of a 1954 report on
Moore's hospitalization at Bcllvuc
Hospital in New York. That report
labeled her "a psychotic," one of the
psychiatrists disclosed.
Dr. Walter Menninger of the
Topeka. Kan. state hospital, said the

doctors/additionally were given copies
of
reports
on
about
seven
hospitalizations of Moore for mental
illnesses.
BUT MENNINGER and anolher
psychiatrist teslified at yesterday's
hearing that Moore, a middle-aged
bookkeeper and one-time surburban
housewife who became an FBI
informer, was an aware, intelligent
woman capable of aiding in her
defense.
"She was keenly aware of what it
was all about," Menninger said in a
report
to the judge on his
examinations.
Another doctor's report read aloud
by the judge said, "Her memory is
excellent and she has above-average
intelligence."
"On the basis of my examination,
she
does
have
a
reasonable
understanding of Ihe charges against
her and is able lo assist her counsel,"
Menninger said.
HOWEVER, he said his opinions do
not judge whether she was mentally
competent when she allegedly took a
shot at Ford, outside the St. Francis
Hotel on Sept. 21.

(&■ ■■ttfW IMAH
VUllHr fflVfl

Dan Cooper and John Dodge performed in the Carnation Room of the Union last
Friday night as part of the Union Activities Organization's Coffeehouse program.
(Newsphotoby Mindy Milligan)
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in the marketplace
clarify confusion
about documents
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger is right when he says that
contempt of Congress proceedings against him arc "raising serious
questions all over the world what this country is doing to itself...."
He could have prevented such embarrassing inquiries, by complying
with orders to turn over subpeonaed documents to the House
intelligence committee.
The committee is seeking documents from Kissinger
on secret
U.S. intelligence operations and intelligence estimates on Soviet
compliance with arms agreements. The intelligence operations were
conducted abroad between 1962 and 1972.
Kissinger contends that turning over the documents will interfere
with his handling of foreign affairs and said that "the President
directed me not to turn over those documents." His refusal to hand
over the documents, however, interferes with the committee's ability
to conduct its business.
To add to the confusion President Ford invoked executive
privilege, a favorite maneuver of his predecessor, Richard Nixon. He
said the committee was asking for information from previous
presidents and secretaries of state and invoked executive privilege to
protect their confidentiality.
Keeping all the documents secret not only hinders the committee
proceedings, but serves to cast doubt about the President's and
Kissinger's integrity while marring the reputation of the government
in general by degrading the committee's effectiveness and limiting its
potential findings.
Contempt of congress proceedings, though discomforting to
Kissinger, are adequate methods for clarifying the confusion about
former intelligence operations.

WASHINGTON - On November
21st several thousand Democrats
inlend to gather in Louisville, Ky., to
see if you can teach an old donkey
new tricks.
It is unheard of thai professional
politicians should meet to discuss
ideas, but such is the self-evident
vacuity of the Party's program that
this "issues convention" has at long
last been called to take on the theme
of "Beyond the New Deal."
The moment is propitious. Popular
impatience with big government
coupled with attacks on New Dealismo
have shaken liberal traditionalists to
the point that men like Hubert
Humphrey are talking about the
problem of bureaucracy and the need
for fiscal responsibility.
Other big name Demos are bopping
about the land proclaiming the need to
"restructure" the government or the
economy or the society or all three.
NONE OF them seem to have a very
precise ideaof what that may entail,
bpt the mere fact that they are saying
it shows how desperate they are for a
new idea.
If the Republicans' problem is to
keep the status in a state of quo by
inventing new gimmicks to disguise the
paradoxes of government-supported
monopoly capitalism, the problem for
the Democrats is to invent non-New
Deal methods to achieve the New Deal

goals of an equitable and securely
stable prosperity.
Of all their candidates, only Fred
Harris has come forward with a clear
set of proposals to do that. The Harris
solution is a return to primitive,
small - unit capitalism by vigorous and
large-scale
enforcement
of the
antitrust statutes.
Thus we have the anoma(y of the
most leftward contender for the
Democratic nomination running on
approximately the same platform that
William Howard Taft ran on in 1912.
A jovial, well-intentioned naif.
Harris has fallen into the trap of
conceiving society in its natural state
as a free enterprise, entrepreneurial
Garden of Eden polluted and
despoiled by the corporate serpent and
the dark archangel of bureaucratic
government.
THIS IS good Calvinist theology,
but as political economy Taft couldn't
make it work and the world has gotten
a lot more complicated since then.
Nevertheless, the competitive idea
remains attractive to leftists and
liberals because they see competition
as a substitute for the maddening and
unsatisfactory results of government
regulation.
The market, they hope, will do for

price, quality and service what the
Federal Trade Commission cannot do.
The objection is (hat there is scant
reason to think that breaking up one
huge corporation into five big
corporations is going to create the
desired discipline of the market place.
One reason for that is the nature of
the corporation itself.
The corporation represents the only
form of properly ownership in which
the owners and managers aren't
personally liable for the consequences
of their acts. A corporation can poison
its
workers,
the
neighborhood
surrounding its factory and its
customers, but under the law its
owners, the stockholders, can't be held
accountable.
THIS IMMUNITY exists in no other
form of business, and il is one of the
reasons why Ralph Nader has revived
the old idea of Federal incorporation
of these immense combines. (See an
excellent interview of Nader in the
current "Rolling Stone", issue 200.)
In return for the government
conferring this splendid protection.
Nader wants corporations to be
compelled at least to keep their books
and
other
pertinent
financial
information open to public inspection.
Another step might be withdrawing
the perpetual immunity of permanent
incorporation and make this privilege
renewable every three years as we do
with television licenses. Any company
that didn't want to put up with such
governmental intrusions could regain
absolute privacy and autonomy by
deciding to give up preferred and
privileged legal status.
That alone would hardly suffice to
solve our regulatory problems. For the

marketplace to work as a policeman, .
increasing the number of firms
offering the same type of product for '
sale still will not bring on a
satisfactory power equilibrium. This is
why Nader is pushing so hard' for
consumer cooperative bayks.
Such
banks
would
finance
customer-and worker-owned stores,
thereby giving people the massed
purchasing power to discipline the
producer corporations.
i*

NADER'S underlying idea here is
the same as Harris", only Nader is •
much more sophisticated. Both of
them, however, would replace big
government by a society held in
discipline and responsible tension by
many economic power nodules of
roughly the same si2e tugging against
each other.
This is the heart of Nader's
consumerism, not a simple-minded ,
desire to make sure all electrical j'
appliances
live
up
to
their *
Underwriters Laboratory guarantee.
In an extended sense this is the new
idea of the American left. It no longer
seeks to nationalize General Motors
because it doesn't believe a CM should
exist no mater who owns it. It still
believes in public ownership of much
of the means of production, but not
necessarily Federal or any other kind ,
of government ownership.
If the Democrats coming to
Louisville don't move in the direction
of power dispersion of this nature. '
they aren't going to get Beyond the
New Deal but will scatter away,
remembered only as unconscious
Republicans who didn't have the
self-knowledge to know they ought to
have switched.

alice and the cat on energy
By Conrad Pritscher
Guest Columnist
Alice: Would you tell me please,
which way I ought to go ifrom here?
The Cat: That depends a good deal
on where you want to get to.
Alice: I want food.clothing.shelter
and some rest: all the things that
energy provides, at a reasonable cost.
The Cat: It seems that you already
have these things.

^CONSERVATIVE CHOICE Will GIVE YOU TRDUBLE IN THE SENATE, A LIBERAL CHOICE WILL
GIVE^0U TTCUBLE Fft)M REAGAN- AND IF MXIWNT CHOOSE A WOMAN. I'LL MAKE tUK UFE l€LL."

ALICE: The cost is going higher and
what I really want is to know now.

media criticized

open doors to minorities
By Elnor Stubbs. Advisor
Black Student Union
Guest Columnist
This article is written in response to
your
article enti'led
"Muslim
Solidarity Urged." (Oct. 29, 1975) in
The BG News.
Tis article reflects the amount of
distortion that the media is guilty of
wherever the situation arises to suit
the best interests of those who arc in
power.
The first glaring omission is ihe fact
that the Board of Black Cultural
Activities presented a Solidarity Day
Program on Monday. Oct. 27. Guest
participants were a representative from
the
Black
African
Peoples'
Association, Rupert Griffith, president
a representative from la Union de
Estudiantes Latinos. Sylvester Duran,
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president, and representing the Black
.Student Union was Gilbert Brooks,
communications.
Each
of
the
representatives
pMmttd a historical, social or
political assessment of the respective
group as well as the past achievements
and future goals of the organization.
Each representative expressed a great
need for solidarity within each group,
as well as among the three groups.
THE GUEST speaker for the
program was Dr. N'im Akbar, who
came not to teach on the nation of
Islam and "Solidaiity of Muslims," but
to offer the students of BGSU candid
examples of the need for the type of
unity that they are attempting to
■chktvc, .is well as emphasize the
problems that can be solved through
unity oi solidarity.
The Naiion of Islam is the only
example • of success in America.
Therefore, Dr. Akbar. described the
charactciislics of ihe nation as well as
ol us citlzent, Ihe llil.ili.ui people.
There were many guests from
Cincinnati.
Cleveland,
Detroit,
ColumbUi,
Dayton.
Saginaw,
Kalamazoo and other cities in the

surrounding states. There were
approximately
200
persons
in
attendance.
and
the
audience
expressed
great
joy
at
the
revolutionary
ideas
that
were
expressed in the lecture.
It is a known fact that many
students on the BG campus believe
that any visit by a minister is going to
be an attempt to "win them over to
religion." but this was not the case
with Dr. Akbar.
BEING A brilliant psychologist, he
spoke mainly on things that occupy
students' minds and create so many
difficulties during their stay on
campus. He offered valid solutions
which were based in dealing directly
with reality and forsaking fantasy and
falsehood.
Because
the
media
is
distortion-oriented, it has once again
succeeded in turning many students
from the type of lecture that is
beneficial to all.
Many students who would have
otherwise gained great knowledge that
could be applied toward solving many
of the academic, social, political.

psychological and economic problems
weft in the Amani dealing in
conjecture about what was going on
"over there," or were in other places
doing less important things. We have
the media to thank for this.
The program was purposely written
off as a religious lecture - a call for
solidarity among Muslims. This lecture
was directed toward students on the
BG campus and not toward Muslims.
Board of Black Cultural Activities
sponsored programs are very broad in
their scope and are presented for the
intellectual,
social,
political or
economic betterment of all students
on the BGSU campus.
We can only colve this problem
when The BG News opens its doors or
changes its policy and includes a
minority news reporter and a minority
news column. We hope that this is
forthcoming in the near future.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The proceeding
column also was signed by Paul
Moody, Martha Moore. Carletta
Railey. Michael Rhoades. Gilbert
Brooks and Rick Larry.

with reasonable certainty that I will
have these things in my future and in
the
future
of
my
children,
grandchildren, great grandchildren,
etc.
The Cat: My guess is that you have
evidence that shows you may not have
these things in the relatively near
future.
Alice Yes. I need not cite the
evidence here. I believe we're all fairly
familiar with It,
The Cat: I agree. The evidence
need not be spelled out and it is
evident that some change is needed.
Alice: That's why I came to you.
What change ought I make'.'
THE CAT: That depends a good
deal on what change you want lo
make.
Alice: All I'm asking is for you to
tell me what to do.
The Cat: If you don't know what to
do until someone tells you what to do.
then you will continue to need people
to tell you what you ought to do. I
can decide for me. Only you can
decide for you, yet each of our
decisions can be directed toward a
mutual goal.
If you decide to conserve energy
and not waste your resources, then
others can observe what you are doing
and do the. same: providing you are
reasonably
pleased
with
your
decisions. People will do the things
they choose to do. If they are forced
to do something, there can be a short
term gain with a possible long term
loss. The loss comes from their venting
hostility on society as a result of
coercion by another person.

Furthermore, my dear Alice, when
you ask people lo tell you what to do
you are making them your controller.
You can't be interdependent until you
are capable of independence.
YOU NOW seem to be dependent
upon others for answers.. I believe
that you can contribute to the
solution rather than being part of the
pioblein.Hi.it is. if you want to".'
Alice: Why are you telling me things
lhat 1 didn't ask to hear ?

The Cat: Behind every question is a . ■
statement. I'd like to hear what is M
behind the question you just asked.
Alice: It seems to me that you don't
want to tell me what to do, and that
you want me to be interdependent
rather than dependent.
The Cat: You're right. I cannot be
free and control you ai the same time.
To grow, a self needs another self. If . |
you are dependent, you are not a self.
Alice: It seems to me that I am now
aware of the answer to my question.
I'll inform myself and make a choice
on what I want to do considering the
long-run and the short-run. If I don't
like the results of my choice 111
choose something else.
The Cat: And what is a good .I
environment. Alice, and what is no
good'' Need we ask anyone to tell us
these things?
Alice: You know damn well. Cat,,
that we don't. Stop asking leading
questions. We haven't much time, so
start sharing insights about what you
notice and making changes you want
to make.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to Ihe editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words typewritten \Se ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect lo the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed lo the Editor co The BG News. 108
University Hall

Lerrers
u.n. ignorance
The United Nations resolution
attacking Zionism as a form of racism
is a belch in the world's messkit.
Intellectual, well-educated people have
allowed urination in the pantseat of
world-wide politics. They have allowed
tragedy to again repeat itself.
Dachau and Auschwitz were not
enough. Munich sits in our minds like
water in a sink. We have allowed
infantile paralysis to repeat itself in
the chambers of what was thought of
as a world-wide seat of understanding.
We have allowed a band of

slick-blooded oil junkies to again hook
justice
and
equality
with
a
self-imposed rationale and bais.
The Arab Oil Cartel has. through
third world and independant nation
influence, hampered the fine tuning of
allowing a people to realize a heritage
and live a dream.
DO WE
allow ourselves to be
continuously subvened by peddlers of
"black gold" with their efforts to
hamper international justice and
freedom? Or do we take the time to
put our feet down on the neck of a
personified cancer?
It is not enough to bellyache with
news over a radio, or despair over the

misleading of a world body into a
chasm of unlight.
A concerned and guided effort must
be effected to halt the spread of this
lava: or else we again turn our eyes
down the muzzle of ignorance and
pray for a speedy end.
"Mark Berman
Ada St.

grading forum
So many times students complain
about the griding process. Well, now
there's a chance to express your

feelings about grades and the whole
system of grading.
A Grading Forum will be held on
Tuesday, Nov. 18 from 3 • 5 p.m.
There will be four different topics up
for discussion.
1. Definition and purpose of grading
(measurement and standards of
grades), held in the White Dogwood
Suite, Union.
2. New or alternative grading
systems (e.g., performance criteria,
competency based grading, held in the
Pink Dogwood Suite. Union.
3. Monitoring faculty grading (e.g.,
grade review, statistics to department
heads, etc.), held in the River Room,
Union.

•

4. Altering the system by
mechanical means (e.g.. changing the
dates of W/P, rules on repeating
courses, number of S/U's, etc.). held in
the Perry Room. Union.
.
IF YOU'RE tired of the process and
you want to have some input to the
faculty about this issue, then this is
your chance to show your concern.
A strong student backing is
necessary to prove our concern about
this issue. So keep involved with your
education. Attend the grading forum.
Mary Helen Fi
206 Alpha Gamma
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Put on crowd-pleasing show

local briefs

9

Crosby, Nash possess 'the magic
Editor's note: Due to the
terms of the Crosby-Nash
concert contract which was
agreed upon by the Union
Activities
Organization,
News photographers were
not allowed to circulate
during the show. Therefore,
no adequate pictures could
be
taken.
The
News
apologizes
for
the
unfortunate situation.

Review by
David I .null .n
Crosby. Stills. Nash jnd
Young
have
become
a
veritable institution in this
country'
Despite
their
relatively short career as an
acme
band
and
their
meager recording output,
these four musicians have
become a legendary part of
America's
pop
musk

hist or)
This
band
and
its
memory are accorded great
rcspect-cven
revcrence-I'rom a luge segment of the
record-buying public.
For this legion of fans,
Crosby. Stills. Nasli and
Young was the consummate

American rock band.
It played good music, and
even more importantly, it
became a symbol of the
special "Woodstock Nation"
spirit that was suddenly
bom
and just-as-quickly
died in the 60s.
GIVEN THE magic that
surrounds
this
band's
memory, there was little
doubt in my mind that
Thursday's
concert
featuring David Crosby and
Graham Nash would be
anything
less
than
enthusiastically received.
The crowd that came to
Anderson
Arena
was
prepared to pay homage to
two of its heros. Even
though the two performers
were probably the least
impressive
members
of
Crosby. Stills. Nash and
Young, they possessed the
magic.
They could have done
anything, and the crowd
would have loved it. Tins
facl was made obvious by
the standing ovation that
followed
Graham Nash's
performance
of
"Our

House"--a performance that
was severely marred by
several mistakes in Nash's
own piano accompaniment.
Cy and large, however,
Crosby.
Nash and their
impeccable back-up band
put on a good and lively
show that merited at least
most of the applause and
standing ovations that were

Downs" sung with soaring
harmonies that did not seem
the least diminished by the
absences
of
Stills
and
Young.

lavished on them by the
audience.
Crosby and Nash planned
the show well. It consisted
of an opening electric set.
an acoustic set and another
thunderous set with the
band to close the night.

And.
although
this
material was not nearly as
distinctive
as the older

EACH
to play
strengths
unusual
There

without flaws. The fact that
these two musicians were
the weakest songwriters in
their parent band became
annoyingly obvious.
One
song
tended
to
sound like another, and
only
the
duo's
vocal
performances
and
some
exceptional
performances
turned in by members of
their
supporting
band
prevented monotony from
setting in.
This sense of impending

Fortunately, the show
was more than a nostalgia
trip.
Crosby
and
Nash
offered liberal helpings of
songs from their two solo
efforts.

material. Crosby and Nash's
uncanny
vocal
abilities
made
it
extremely
enjoyable.
THE

SET was designed
on the particular
of this somewhat
pair of musicians.
was. of course, a

liberal
dose
of CrOlb).
Stills. Nash and Young m
each sci
The feeling of nostalgia
ran high. I doubt that even
the most ardent hater of the
whole Crosby. Stills. Nash
and Young ethos could have
icsisted I ho effect ol hearing
such classics as "Pre-Road

SHOW

was

not

TUESDAY

Crosby's "Gumnevere" and
the classic counterculture
hymn "Wooden Ships" were
so powerful as to be almost
inspiring.
It was not uh.it I would
term a truly memorable
concert, but DaviJ Crosby
and
Graham
appearance
in

Nash's
Bowling

Green was the best concert
hcic so far this year. It also
rates among ilie besi I have
seen in several years of
concert-going
at
this
university.

A
female
University
student was attacked by an
unknown
male
assailant
Sunday evening as she was
walking east along Ridge
St., according to University
Police. She fought off the
attacker and lied.
The man is being sought

sexual

Nancy Kul|u. sophomore
(HACS.1. reported Sib waa
missing fiom her unlocked
room in Treadway Hill,
Richard
Band,
tenioi
(B.A.), reported ins cat was
broken inio in I ol 8. A (ape
deck and tapes valued al
SSI were taken

charges

of

K a i en
I it /p.it rick
(University
identification
mi.iv.i liable i.
reported
Sunda)
net
purse
was
stolen. The purse was later
recovered, but $20 in cash
and
checks.
plus
hci

University

identification

cuds were missing.

CLASSES
GOT YOU DOWN??
TRAPPED BY LONG
HOURS OF STUDY???
NEED SOME HELP????
Reading Center
.?72 2551 (ext. 325).

IPiwwimit :B*irtim I IWTIwto

National Student
Exchange
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE offers students al
state-supported colleges and universities an opportunity for educational travel and study at an institution
of higher learning in another area of the United Stales
NSE encourages students to broaden their academic,
social, and cultural awareness by temporarily leaving
the familiar atmosphere of home town and home
campus. It is a time lor students to further examine
their liberal and professional educational goals, while
learning more about themselves and their relationships with others in new and different geographic
settings. Students who have participated in the
exchange experience call it an adventure offering new
perspectives on education and culture in America.

and

Children
under 6

TEQUILA
WED. NITE
8 p.m.

COST Students exenanging to Plan A institutions
pay the in-state (resident) tuition of the host college or
university.

APPLICATION

Further information on the National

Student Exchange and applications for participation
m ihe program are available through your home
campus NSE coordinator. Do NOT apply directly to
the colleges or universities listed below "

PARTICIPANTS

Bowling Green State University •

California Slate College, Bakersfield • Fort Hays
Kansas State College • Illinois State University •

(Across from the football Uadiutnl

ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL PARTY ROOMS

HOWARD'S

pm-imrri» 5 in i iTiTiiTmriII i in nrm mtrnrrm i» VITITI ITI »

ITiT

CONGRA TULA TIONS TO THE NEW

\ k ~"-«-■-»" * #
DELTA* ZETA
*

0*b Bogart

Pam Nanglm

Kay Slat fry

Mary Chasm

0*b Pummill

Jana Spykar

Laur'f Humphrey

Karan Magalsbargar

Jig Walls

Beth Millar

Connia Sharp*

Shaila Williams

inmniiiiiiiiiiiiiitliniiliiiiiiiiiiiiii

mi

Expenses for room/board and transportation to the
exchange campus are axtra.

Indiana University-Purdue University at Fort Wayne •
Jackson Stale University • Montana State University •

QUALIFICATIONS Participants in the National Student Exchange must je full-time students who have a
cumulative grade point average of 2.5 or higher (4.0
scale) and be sophomores or juniors al ihe time of
exchange.

Moorhead Slate University • Morgan State University

LENGTH OF EXCHANGE Students may participate
in the Exchange program for up to one academic year.
With the permission of home and host campus coordinators, a student may attend one institution for one
term and a second college or university for another
term.

* New Mexico Stale University * Oregon Stale University • Rutgers College. Rutgers University • South
Dakota Slate University • Towson State College *
West Chester State College • William Paterson College of New Jersey • University of Alabama • Un<ver
sity of Alaska ■ University of Delaware' University of
Hawan. Hilo • University of Hawaii. Manoa • University
of Idaho • University of Maine. Fort Kent • University
of Maine. Portlaod-Gorham • University of Massachusetts. Amherst • University of Montana • University of

GRADES Policies of the home campus determine
the means by which grades are recorded and
exchange credit is transferred. Prior to exchange,
students should select courses with the assistance of
their NSE coordinator and their academic advisor.

ACTIVES

t»""ii

tonight in ihc Redtal Hall, Musical AnsBIJ^.

battery
University
Police
also
reported
thai
Lawrence
Stacey.
ficshmaii (B.A.),
reported Friday that S.'O in
meal coupon! were stolen
from Ins unlocked room in
Conklui Hall

on

WMIre I*Ike

TACO'S

[AST WOOSTER STREET

f

Horn concert
Mcrboii Sjx'fKvr. hotnisl. will present a COItCftfl ll S

Woman attacked on Ridge

.11.1 mil OF MMFIS

TNT

Family Night Bulfel
Wednesday 5 to 9 pm

,

Med school
Represent!uives of the Case-Western University
Medical School will speak jl a meeting for minority
students interested in attending medicat school at 4 p.m.
today in 140 Overman Hall.

PdgllaPs

Tomorrow Night!

:

Psi chi
Psi Chi, the psychology honorary, is sponsoring lit
open house at S tonight in I0S Psychology Bldg. Guided
exhibitions of various human and animal experiments
will be conducted.

If you have any questions >i wanl
more information, call the

6 - 12 oz CANS OF PEPSI — FREEEE
With each two item pizza — $3.60 or
more. Offer good from 5 to 12 only.
FREE DELIVERY
COUPONS DO NOT APPLY

All the $'
Pizza and
Salad you
can ea

STILL. WHEN the band
did play, it was dazzling.

Both us Individuals and as ■
team. Crosby and Nash are
incomparable singers. The
band behind them played
with a spirit that lent them
perfect support.
Such concert highlights as

Where
There's
Help,
There's
Hope

pepsi SpECIAl

• pizza • subs • spaghetti
1004 S. Main, B.G. - Ph. 352-7571
Hours: 4 pm to 2 am

monotony was. in fact, the
show's major flaw. It was a
problem compounded by
the fact that the show had
almost
no
pacing
whatsoever.
Crosby and Nash took
great pains to be casual
about the concert, even
taking the time to poke fun
at bands that put on a real
show for their audiences.
Unfortunately, this casual
air made the show drag.
There was simply too much
dead air between songs. Too
much
time
was
spent
changing guitars and rapping
about how good it felt to be
playing in Bowling Green.

Correction
Yesterday's Green Sheet incorrectly repotted that the
play. "Sherlock Holmes." will be presented tonight.
Actually, the play will he presented at X p.m. tomorrow
through Saturdav in the Main Audiionum, University
Hall.

Nevada. Las Vegas • University of Nevada. Reno •
University of North Dakota • University of Oregon •
University of South Florida • University of Utah •
University of Wisconsin. Green Bay

an adventure in learning
• STUDENTS INTERESTED IN EXCHANGING DURING THE 1976-77 ACADEMIC YEAR
SHOULD APPLY IMMEDIATELY TO THE OFFICE OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES,
641 EDUCATION BUILDING. APPLICATIONS CLOSE DECEMBER 12,1975.

<
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thatt Contest
39 14SCP75»ofm 19

wmmMm
39 12 SEP 75 Form 37

NAME.
ADDRESS
CITY.

OPEN MONDAY
THRU SAT.
the
ANTHONY HOUSE

STARTS
Thurs., Friday, Saturday

- MIKE MORIN DISC JOCKEY
- ALL NEW DISCO
- LIGHT SHOW DIRECT FROM
NEW YORK
- LADIES NITE E VER Y WE ONE SD A Y
HAPPY HOUR 7-11
- FRIDA YANDSA TURD A Y
HAPPY HOUR 7-11
-18 YEARS OR OLDER
2518 S. Reynolds
865-8065
Toledo
■ 01*00
■
|
North Caiolma

|_J at

Duke

□

LASALLE'S ANNEX
al

[_J

Texas Arlington

[

J

0-

525 N. MAIN
*

P

Kentucky

Purdue

j^ j at

SHOP PENNEY'S

□

Texas Tech.

NEWMANS MARATHON

FOREIGN CARl
SERVICE
1

Tennessee

NOW!
O
by
aeeajetlueeuii

(behind the main store)
Bowling Green

m case of a tie the person selecting closest points to the actual
outcome of me designated professional game ii determined tne
winner.

A Oellcal* aculplurad
band la richly antiqued
•nd accented by •
beautiful round
an mend. "Sonata"

Great gift Ideas

aw

at
DILL'S JEWELER'S
129 S. MAIN ST.
at

□

Arkansas

ifiinoi' 1000 siceis

A

PEPSI-COLA
8-16oz bottlt11
J at

Michigan

□

and
,o

.—..

for a

" •* '•

-'?L *■*••';
k .'lOBJB'

tj^-mmr

FREE TURKEY

H0UM
s

"'

fS

Delivered
toyour

«W'M-'OO»M

«»«-"»"•

FREE DELIVERY

door

Fart. Free & Hot

to be given away Mon., Nov. 24th

Notre Dame

□

at

Miami, Fla.

D

□

203 l«
1UJ
N.

Cincinnati

□

MAIN

at

Miami, 0.

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
1630 E. Wooster
Open
9- I Tuts, thru Sat.

DORSEYS DRUGS
500 E. Wooster
"By the tracks"

Happy Hours daily 4-9

Nebraska

□-

Oklahoma

□

THE GOOD OLD DA YS ARE BACK
at
THE SHADY LADY SALOON

Da,

Penn State

□

Pittsburgh

Bee Gee Bookstore

NEW SHIPMENTS

532 EAST WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

352-3551
Kent State

LJ at

Toledo

|_J

Mississippi

I

I at

18036 N. DIXIE HIGHWAY
PH. 353-5271

Factory trained mechanics for

CINCINNATI

OATSUN AUTOMOBILES

700% guarantee on all work
Clemson

I

I at

Haivard

□

Phone 353-6341

at

Yale

□

Missouri

L_J

at

Kansas

SchooLk\osJ

_Lj_

Ohio U.

LJ "

*»*■«

[_

Arkansas St.

Louisiana Tech.

□

CONGRATS AGAIN TO
ALL PAST WINNERS
West Virginia

j

at

Syr

□

□

CARRY OUT?
"•■ \il Ibnldri

xecoHos

Sorry, this does not apply to sale items.

Stanford

THIS WILL BE
THE LAST FOOTBALL
CONTEST OF THIS YEAR

/// ls*J ULVUBOIIW

for students with ID's
or a copy of this ad.

D-

Luncheon Special
Breakfast Special
Midnite Special 12-8

3$i*«m

are 10% off days

□

OPEN 24 HOURS

2fC? FlVT.

TUESDAYS

Northwestern

L1NDONS

TOWV.
Set us

PHONE 352-8459
hours 10-9 M-F, 9-9 Sat., 1-5 Sun.

at

LEVI'S
Calilorma

South Carolina

4*r
^ LOCKER ROOM

. 19" S MAW. tOWlING QMEEN, O.

521 S. PROSPECT SI

Hot Chicken
Double Deckers
More

CROSS' MEN'S WEAR
147 N. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN

INTERNATIONAL SCOUTS
We also senice other foreign & domestic cars.

THE HUTCH
PET SHOP

AQUA HUT

WE HAVE
HOT SANDWICHES

Open Mon Sat III midnight
Sun. til 11:30

TH€ B*£T

Speeiin l.wr.i swinv>uits
KKV WU irwe wav* to t* \

PICK THE SCORE
VS
CLEVELAND^

-we also have pre washed
Levi's in stock!

SEE US FOR ALL YOUR
SPORTING GOOD NEEDS.!

□

-2nd Place
3rd Place

Hamburgers
Cheeseburgers
Foot longs

HONDA MOTORCYCLES

353-2252
Iowa

1st Place

MITCH B0RT0N
148 ANDERSON

□

DISHOP MOTORS

Converse,
Nike sport shoes

D-

STEVE KREBS
1515 E. WOOSTER, Apt. 17

Mississippi St.

ACROSS
FROM HARSHMAN

Michigan St.

MARK WULFHORST
1513 E. WOOSTER ST.. Apt. 12

"SCRUMPDILL YISHUS"

We carry Adidas,

FREE DELIVERY

All entries must be m lit B.G. News office by 5 p.m. of the
Friday preceding me games. This is a free contest ooen to all
persons except employes o' the participating sponsors, mambers
of th« Kappa Sigma Fraternity and B.C. News employes.

EAST WOOSTER STREET

112 S. Main St.

1424 E. Wooster

Entry _form»

Ballots win be tabulated by members o< the Kappa Sigma
fraternity. All decisions of tne ludges are final.

Levi Shirts
Pants, Jackets

Entertainment Tuei.-Sat.

FAST PHOTO SERVICE
FILMS AND BULBS

tach contestant i. permitted only one entry.
reproduced electronically are not acceptable.

aJv
jLm>

Jztsamllds

REGISTER

Mark an "X" m the square opposite the team you believe win
win. it a game ends m a tie and you select one of the teams as a
winner, it will count as a loss in your total. However, if you
designate a tie and the game ends in a tie. it will count m your
"win" column.

[CONGRATULATIONS!
Last Week's
Football Contest
Winners Are:

GreatScot '

Ohio State

Indiana

DELIVER TO: B.G. NEWS OFFICE 106 UNIVERSITY
HALL.
Prizes of sib, sio, and %5 gift certificates WIN be given to the
top 3 persons, respectfully, selecting tne most winner, from the
22 college games listed above.

UNDER $ 1 O
ACCESSORY SALE

holiday Upen Mouse

alif yiuutrrlimior
til I leeM tl •».,..) 1 1 I «4
I- l*,»..r.
»ie- «W
•»» 414DJ

otynata

PHONE

STATE

Il'>j. <".' RT
LSU

D-

Tulane

□
M
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In its. ihrcc years of existence, the Falcon Collegiate
Sport Parachuting Club has trained more than 700 first
jump students, with some 40 to 50 per cent of these
persons returning to make more jumps.
Tom Doerter junior (B.A.) and president of the club,
said he encourages prospective jumpers to stick with the
sport at least to the point of frecfall.
"Freefall is where it's at. You really get the feeling of
flying," Doerter said. A student reaches freefall after his
fifth accredited iump, he said.
The training of new students is not the sole purpose
of the skydiving club. Three of its members-Ron Smith,
a University graduate and former president of the club.
Doerter. and Peter Bowman (junior (A&SV-have been in
national meets where up to 1.000 jumpers compete
against each other in catagones of style, accuiacy and
timing.
Accuracy, style and timing (known as relative work in
skydiving jargon) make jumping more of an art than a
sport, Doertet said. Relative work can involve groups of
people working as a team to form stars with their bodies
in mid-ait and relies heavily on thcii jumping styles as
well as on how quickly and accurately their jumps are
made.

As a first jump student I was quite apprehensive about
jumping out of a plane at some 2.S00 feet in the air.
Weeks prior to my first jump I flew with the club on a
demonstration jump before a football game. I was
frightened watching five people jumping 7.S00 feet from
the same airplane that I was in.
Finally the day came for me to make my first jump.
Although I still was somewhat nervous I decided to go i
ahead, get out of the plane and hang on to the wing strut
as I had been drilled to do on the ground.
Once on the wing I realized that there was no mining
back from this point, so I looked around and watched
my jumpmaster. waiting for his signal to go. As he
n"dded I let loose and went into a spread-eagle arch like
I was supposed to do.
The next thing that I remember was looking above me
to make sure that the chute had worked correctly There
was no noise and I ielt strangely alone. After a time of
looking around and working the controls of the
parachute. 1 began to hunt for the little arrow which
indicated the drop-zone.
Suprisiiigly enough I landed with no bruises or bioken
bones with much relieved nerves.

JUMP?
Story and
newsphotos by
Lowry Stewart

The News would like In
extend a special thanks to
Mai. i Rubbins and Niton
Professional Services for
their technical assistance.

A last minute check of equipment loosens tight nerves

Each jumper learns to pack his own parachute

Tom Doerter, president of the dub, freefalls over the University
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ihe

Moat Stores

V

rifht

OPEN
24
HOURS

to

I limit quantlet. Prices ft
I itemi
effective
at
I Kroger
in
Bowling
I Green Hon.. Nov. 17,
11975

thru

Sun..

Nov.

123. 1975. Nona Mid to
■ dealeri
Copyright
11976. Tha Kroger Co

EloeeO MMMartl Seturder to 1 * «
'OPtH SUNDAYS t AM TO IP if
CkoeedlPM Sunday
To S A M Monde*

•faa>< ••••.-«•

t

Lb

FRYER PARTS
KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON I
Kroger Hi Nu

|2% LOWFAT
'MILK

Gallon
Carton

Limit 1 With Coupon I '5 Additional Purchai*

^

'l.#ilUai Htm 1 OejareWeS And Q*He» Cl»9i»l WHh fwufcjta Waawen-

LOT «■ emmm to fim.1
Priest good Mon.. Nov. 17, 1975 thru Sun., Nov. 23, 1975 at
Kroger m Bowling Giwn. Subject to applicable state and
• H«ft.

KROGER CHUNK
LIVERSAUSAGE

49c Ik

CHUNK BOLOGNA

Rock concerts require preparation
By Patricia Sinn
Staff Reporter
Meet
America's latest
folkhero.
the rock star.
Center of a multimillon
dollar industry, rock groups
eagerly
are
courted by
promoters and institutions
ready to share the profits.
A lot of work goes into
booking,
promoting and
slaging a concert, especially
on
a
campus
such as
Bowling Green.
In addition to signing the
standard one-page contract
specifying
price
for
performance,
a
group's
manager and the promoter
(in this case, the University)
negotiate a Iwo to 20-page
amendment to the contract
called a rider.
This document cites the
band's wants, needs and
demands from the booking
agency,
according
to
University
Activities
Organ i/.alion
(UAO)
performing arts chairman
Jon Martin.
Included in the rider are
the
group's
technical
requirements, such as how
much
power
the
band
requires for its equipment.
what
kind
of
lighting
arrangments it desires and
(he instrument- it needs to
ten I.

77c lb.

Gat
psychad
for

MM'
MARKET
BASKET
GRADE AA

I KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON I
Kroger Grade A

LARGE
EGGS

URGE
OOI

Limit 2 Wit* Coupon I '5 additional Purchata

*

CASINO

*

BEER BLAST *
*
SATURDAY
DECEMBER 6
*
[ MEN'S GYM 2

I ■■ •* r-M. IW. » ClflX.tl.* And OH.*. CoufK.0. Wlffl .u.ch«e R««M«m»

LHKII

tax eoaroo mi MULT

Prlcei good Mon.. Nov. 17, 1975 thru Sun.. Nov. 23, 1975 at
Kioni In Bowling Green. Subject to applicable ttale end
ulocei taxet.

RIDERS vary from band
to band. "Many egotistical
bands are more concerned
with what you're going to
give
them,
like
liquor,
limosinc service and catered
meals,"
than
with
performance, Martin said.

broke bottles in the dressing
room ."
Martin
said
that
if
damage is maliciously done,
the expense is deducted
from the band's pay. But
costs of accidental damage
are
absorbed
by
Ihe
University, he added.
However, a group cannot
have everything il asks for
in ihe rider. Martin said. If
there aic technical or legal
demands that cannot be met
by the University. Marlin
said, ihey are deleted.
For
instance.
ihe
University cannot provide

Food must be prepared
according to Ihe group's
fancy down to fresh spring
water,
vegetarian dinners
and the types of cheese on
bologna sandwiches.
Other bands are easy 10
work with. Martin said.
They accept whatever foods
arc provided, although (heir
technical demands may be
very specific. These groups
are more concerned with
performance and sound, he
said.
"We've had both kinds
heie. One of the most
obnoxious was lasl year
with the Wet Willie. Jo Jo
Gunnc. Argenl concert."
THESE WERE relatively
inexpensive bands, bul (hey
demanded ■ lol of catering
and liquoi, he said. Jo Jo
Gunne and Argenl did no!
like (heir food, so they
"(hrew il all over Ihe walls
in the locker room and

alcohol for a band because
funds
from
a
state
institution
cannot
be
allocated for that use. But
when
UAO
sponsors
a
concert in conjunction with
an outside promoter, the
promoter can provide liquor
al ihe hotel where ihe group
stays.
"We
are
bound
by
University policy," he said.
"Most
bands understand
and respect that."
MARTIN said thai he
does nol remember any
difficult riuers from groups

appearing

on

campus

this

quarter.
Bui
there
was
a
misunderstanding
with
Loggins and Messina, who
had
"no
alcoholic
requirement
except
for
beer, which the promoter
provided."
Martin
said.
When the beer arrived a
member of the entourage
asked
where
the
other
liquor, such as vodka, was.
The promoter insisted that
no
liquor
had
been
contracted
for. and
the
argument blew over. Martin
explained.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
I Pert of book
& Ki.rtte.ord of
well-known hymn
10 Main. Peru.
etc Abbr
14 Oeneral Bradley
15 Angler* bait
16 Mongols'titv

60 Stream.*
TO Spanish artiat
71 German
■nduatnal city
72 Gif^aofaeort

DOWN

IS Boiebaroui
SO Idi.i
73 Famous
cartoonist
23 Balrnorels river
24 Contfftete a term
IS CkouEn
20 Singer

Tweed, for one
Hetovea Let
Garden tool
Lawyara concern
Chemtet'a term
Sweet roll
TrKkaoffate
Pour*, ea wine
Several Scottish
rivera
10
roaa
11 Laviahly

30 SUge deeignere

12 Chill

17 Munrospen
n«BM

1
2
3
4
5
S
7
S
9

13 Navy man
19 Hue band of

33 Container
M
cab
36 Metrical loot
56 Nearly

Gudran
21 Speech eounda
25 The Fighting
Tlgejra' eeh.

40 Kindof meul
Scol

27 Dyeetuff

26 Slide or card
uoodinTV

42 Kreme of mind
43 NegoUaUm
47 Papal neme

29 Vehicle of a eort
31 Student a
bugaboo
32 Merganser's

48 Deep
50 Beene
52
&3
U
57

Son of Gad
Jowele Kr
Slate further
fUcedea

59
&3
66
67

Make up for
Football group*
Seaweed
Mohawk lunahip
group

3J Hreedapneul
35 Man*name
37 Family member
Abbr
39 Attar
41 Come forth
44 Footwear

45 Isolatee Pott

6A Svatern ol beUf

46 Pert of
Abbr
49 Faudelkand
ft! Vehicle, old style
S* Name ntaanin«
a bear
U Fundamentals
56 Valley
511 Grayish b'ue
60 Potpourti
61 Kind of duckling
62 Buddiee
64 Sir. for
eaample Abbr
66 Presidential
monogram

cVn'6 T'«Ti'[M$'i'a'r''r

t)'o>'

I i caaofoHHtTc rj

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
AW, I'MAMAZCP

mmmeeDToaiMxiT
LIKE mAT-pem*. a
ONeOfTHBktSrMMUMU
AuotsrmKOtei

USSHtSS, AMY-m Dunn
ANNEAL TmMm-PKf«ty BEFORE PLANBWN6!
WEN FOR. A msr man,
VMVERX ptSAfrVKTWIN

"mi

ABORTION

I KNOW THAT, fWL,
AND I ACCEPT YOUR.
REPRIMAND-1 KNOW
THAT YOU HAVE TO BE
T0V6H ON US APPRENTICES THE FIRST FtW

ueaoL

-Ofcr-

ft

6000
MELT IT
DOWN.

HOW
EXCITING/

$1 25°°

UlllKROGERMINI MIZER COUPON
. i
Krog
(roger

WHITE

"They (the group) want
every hall to be the same
when they come in," Martin
said,
and
last-minute
changes are to be avoided. If
all agreements included in
the rider are not met, the
group legally can refuse to
perform, he said.

rOLL i 1*1 t

<> a ni

19 u

I HUOJJB 3710

IV.-Lb*
i Loavea

Limit 4 WHh Coupon I '5 Iddrtional 'erehait

RESEARCH

tKaertBe*. Win 9 fc QMHUti And flrhai f*m*)iaT Wttti rmrtisee niejunamonii

LIMIT OHE COUMN tt« FftMH T
Prictl good Mon.. Nov. 17, 1975 Urn. Sun., Nov. 23, 1975 at
Krooar
Oouer in B
Bowling Graan. Subject to applicable Hate ana
ocaf taxei.

Thousands ol Topics
Sand 'or your we-io-daw. 1SO
page. m»i orda* catalog. Endoaa
SI 00 to cover poataaa and
handling

IIIIC

■I MARCH ASSISTAJeCI

-*®*~ CLaSSIFIED

INC

ton IDAHO AVE .# 208
LOS ANOELCS, CALIF SOOTS

Coke or Sprite
6 for $138

1213) *' »BA74
Owe

CAMPUS CALENDAR

it paaom are ejjfcj for

Tuesday. November 18. 1975
Business 6« soc. meeting for all Am. Stud, majors & other
interested
persons.
Refreshments.
Main
Lounge.
Offenhauer West, 8:00 p.m.

PLUS DEPOSIT

HOW DOES
$
57.50*
SOUND?

■ ■ ■ KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON
U.S. No. 1 Michigan
_.

A
cr
ft
ft
ft
ft

RED DELICIOUS 5
APPLES
B.bfl

Women In Business meeting. Election of officers, guest
speaker, Faculty Lounge, Union, 8:00 p.m.
BGSU Sports Car Club meeting Rm. 117 B.A. Bldg..
7:30 p.m.

I •■•.!! Oea> W »a h t >tje>en»s And Ot»e> Couthim Wn- Pu.i •»•»• -^.■•"••"v

LIMIT ORE COUPON H% FAMILY

,

"■■■■■■■■>;
N! ill

KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON I

inneiaee

PORK

For Information. Call
3S2-6293

Save

Prica» good Mon.. Nov. 17. 1975 thru Sun.. Nov. 23. 1975 at
Krogai In Bowling Graan. Subiect to applicable data and
icai ;..r%

,33-

Hampton House

BREAKFAST TREAT
LMHT Mf CNFM PU FMMLT

IBIL

JlBllCZ

^JlilL.

25%!

Sara

3

OFF SALE;

LOU: Thanks for the great
Thanksgiving Dinner, last
Sunday!
YOUR
BETA
BROS.

Freddie's Flock meeting Rm. 255 Memorial Hall, 7:30
p.m. Plans for basketball season.

Di, Kath, & Deb-A real trial
couldn't extinguish our fire!
You're the greatest!! Love,
Patty.

NANCY PARDIECK-Have a
good day! From Sunnie.

PACE meeting Rm. 204 Hayes Hall, 6-7 p.m.

BGSU Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice session Rm. 201
Hayes Hall, 5:30-7:30 p.m.

RIDES
Rides available to Buffalo
for Thanksgiving break: call
352-5384.

LOST: $75 reward for lost
(red) female Irish setter.
Please return. 823-6445.
LOST: White beaded ID
brae, with name Lucille.
Great
senti. value Call.
372-2419.

BEAT TEXAS (ARLINGTON)

OPEN
12 noon
to 6:00 p.m.
Mon — Sat

"RIINCHECK" POLICT
Everything you buy .11 Krnqer is guaranteed tor your total satisfaction regard
less ot manufacturer II you are not satisfied Kroger will replace your item
with the same brand or a comparable brand or refund your money
We also guarantee that we will do everything in our power to have ample
supplies of all advertised specials on our shelves when you shop for them
If due to conditions beyond our control, we run out of an advertised special
we will substitute tha same item in a comparable brand Iwhen such an item
is availablal reflecting the same savings or. if you prefer give you a RAIN
CHECK which entitles you to the same advertised special at the same price
my time within TO dev*.

Wed..
Thur..
p.m., 352. 6236.

6:30-9:30

Alterations done my home,
480 Lehman Apt. 107. Jan
Cusano. 352-0550.

904 E. Wooster

H

Michele-Happy
Birthday,
you old lady!!! Guess who?

FOR SALE

TKB Pledges: T.G., JR..
J.P., S.B.. K.R., & C.K.,
CONGRADULATIONS
&
CHEERS.

68 Ford XL Conv; new
tires, brakes, exhaust. A
gem at $175 or best offer.
Call Jeff. 372-4941.

Repair your purse, coat,
belts, shoes, cartops, etc. At
the Shoe Repair & Sew
Shop next to Lasalles.

'72
240Z.
Datsun.
Mechanically sound. Owner
moving,
must sell.
Call
352-554 7 after 5. wkdays.

We
service; motorcycles,
autos,
trucks,
mufflers.
Dishop Motors, 18039 N.
Dixie Hwy.

Northwestern
golf
bag
incl.
Exel.
352-7380.

PRESERVE
CREDIBILITY! Order your '76
Kearbook now. Call The
ey, 2-0086.
Experts at fixing todays
modern shoes fast work
with guarantee. Shoe repair
131 S. Main. Next to
Bakery.

Pr.
Bose
equilizer.
sacrifice,
352-5128.

clubs,
cond.

901
speakers,
stands,
must
$400.00
Call

1969
Fiat
Spider-needs
top-needs
body
work.
$550.00. 372-5767,
Olivetti
tvpewnfer-fully
electric $225; Sofa-$15 or
best offer. Call 352-0559.

WANTED
F. to sublet. Prefer grad. or
srs. student. 352-1719.

HELP WANTED

Show Group "Spectrum"
looking for female singer.
823-6362.

SERVICES OFFERED

C

Need
PHOTOGRAPHS?
Undergrad
and
SENIOR
SPECIALS.
Passports,
applications. WEISSBROD
STUDIO. 123 W. Wooster,
352-2142.

LOST: A girls gold watch.
Please call 2-4024.

Babysitter.
1
Or
2
afternoons a week. Must
have own transportation.
Call 352-3368.

Worldly
Goods

What has 160 feet, stumbles
around a lot and smells like
the
Mad
Hatter
on a
Wednesday
night?
80
people-ADPi sisters & their
dates-ooogymg and boozin'
at THE RAMPANT LION!!

PERSONALS

LOST AND FOUND

GO FALCONS!

1 f. rmmt. needed to sublet
apt. w/2 others wnt./spr.
qtr. Call 352-1388.

Residence Life Assoc. meeting, Piano Lounge. McDonald
West, 4:00 p.m.

teceaMw*-* »*W > Claae ■Qlei And Q— Cewattne WWK PwtcneOQ aiasw»remont*
Prlc« good Mon., Nov. 17, 1975 tnru Sun.. Nov. 23, 1975 at
K<og«r in Bowling Qraan. Subject to applicable itata and
local ta«ai,_
^^^^^^^^
_

Dana F "Better things on
the other side of Town"
Crosstown Traffic.

Need 1 f. rmt. wtr. cheap!
Close to campus. 353-6363.

p.m.

Active Christians Today fellowship meeting Commons
NE 7:00 p.m.

Limit 3 With Ceoeoa • 'B iddrHaaal Perch...

I need ride to O.U. on Nov.
21
weekend. Can
leave
Thurs. Call Terry 2-5474.

Free to Be You: Through Fashion. Gift cert, door prizes,
makeup & hair styling. Jewerly & health foods. Grand
Ball Rm., Union, 7:00-9:00 p.m.

8-10

Woman's Life planning group meeting Counsel. Center.
Stud. Serv. Bldg. 3-5 p.m.

a t'trtTrrrmrvm

letter; sell
$6000
chain
twice; net inv. $0! Karen,
2-2488.

1 female roommate win.
qtr., own bedm., cheap.
352-3996.

tonight,

705 'ih Si

•per person

1 Lb
Roll

1 rmmte. $10/wk. no lease or
deposit. Super nice place.
352-1123.

Ice Arena.

BGSU Skating Club
T-shirts are in.

Deluxe 2 bdrm.
Furnished
Central heat & air
Laundry fac. in bldg.
Ample parking
Outdoor gas grills

Limit 3 With Coupon A '5 Additional Purchase

iTi

«w

I f. rmmte. wnt. qtr. Own
bdrm. bath.
3521959
before 10 p.m.

Advantage points to our
winning Aces! Congrats to
Phil and Jim. Love-Pat,
Kathy, Ellen, Pat, Dawn.
Dig this-Adidas & athletic
shoes can be rebuilt at the
heel & top tip for $4.99.
New soles, too. Save Shoe
Repair. 131 S. Main, next to
Lasalles.

Medical College of Ohio
student
available
for
tutoring 352-4513 ask for
Mike.

M. rmmte. to sublet apt.
w/3 others, wtr./spr. qtr. 1
mo.
rent
FREE!
Ph.
352-8288.

Lady's replace those 29 cent
bottoms on your $29 shoes.
For $2.99 up with good
material. Shoe Repair, next
to Lasalles.

Talk it over with someone
who
cares
about
you.
E mpe-Emotional
and
material
pregnancy
aid.
Mon. & Fri. 1-3 p.m. Tues..

1 f. rmte. needed wtr./spr.
qtr.
to sublse. apt.
in
Campus
Manor
Call
352-6404.

Offenhauer man wishes to
exchange
rooms
with
someone
in
Kohl
or
Bromfield. Call 372-4002.

Mustang 69, V8, 20 m/g.
Very clean. 353-3585.
Sun Lamp
352-1123.

w/4

ft.

arm.

FOR RENT
2 bdrm. turn, trailer next to i
campus, sublet wntr. & spr 1
$120/mo. & util. 352-7337.
Sinqle
room
for
male
student. NMr campus wtr
& spr. qutrs. Ph. 352-7365.
GREENVIEW
APARTMENTS now renting
1 & 2 bdrm. apts. and effec.
furn.
or
unfurn.
ALL
UTILITIES
PAID'
ph.
352-1195. 12-6 p.m. Mon.
thur Fri.
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Falcons maul Salukis, 48-6

Running the ball down
their opponent"? throats at a
near record-setting pace, the
Falcon
football
team
steamrolled to a 48-6 win
over
Southern
Illinois
University (SIU) Saturday
at Carbondale. 111.
The win gives BG an 8-2
season record, the first time
since
1964
that
Bowling Green has recorded
that many wins in a season
The Falcons amassed 562
yards total offense in the
one-sided contest. 443 of
them on the ground and
119 through the air.
The total yardage was the
second-best effort in Falcon
history, the best being a
592-yard
performance

against
1971.

East

Carolina

in

THE RUSHING total was
also a career second-best, as
the 443 yards fell short of
the single-game mark of 496
set against Marshall in 1968.
The 75 rushing attempts
also tied for second place in
the BG record books, with
79 against Northern Illinois
in 1967 topping the lsit.
"We went back and
played BG football." head
coach Don Nehlen said. "We
thought we'd run a few
things and we did. Their
defense had been giving up
the yards and we just took
advantage of that."
Three Falcons ran for

100 yards or more in the
devastating ground show.
Reserve fullback Jim Cause
led the way with 133 yards
in 11 attempts.
Cause, a sophomore,
scored twice in the final
quarter on runs of 35 and
three yards. He also had a
50-yard scoring dash called
back because of a BG
penalty.

a commanding 21-0 lead
behind the running of
juniors Dave Preston and
Dan Saleet.

THE CENTURY total
left the Lakewood junior
just seven yards shy of the
coveted 1.000 yard mark.
BG's other second half
score came on a 30-yard
pass
from
reserve
quarlerback Mike Booth to
senior John Boles.

Preston racked up 106
yards in 20 carries in the
first half, in addition to
scoring BG's first two
touchdowns.
But
the
hard-running
tailback
suffered a deep thigh bruise
and did not even suit up in
the second half.
Saleet. bouncing back
after missing last week's
game
against
Ohio
University, totaled
100
yards in 18 carries and
scored the Falcons' fourth
touchdown four minutes
into the second half.

ALL OF Gause's efforts
came in the second half, as
he teamed with sophomore
tailback Marcus Johnson in
an impressive second-team
running
duo.
Johnson
finished with 78 yards in 17
carries.
In the first half. BG took

The Falcon defensive unit
also played exceptional. The
Salukis only crossed the
50-yard line once in the first
52 minutes of the game, but
later scored in the final
period.
Nehlen used all 48
players on the travel roster
in the game as he went to
his reserves as early as the
third quarter.

MISSES
^

Pre-washed corduroy for
a look that's casual and
rugged...a fit that's
near perfection! Jeans
with moon-pocket styling

and long lean lines.

Choose

yours in brown or green,
misses sizes 8 to 18

$18

Women tankers cop MA C

By Lauri Leach
Assistant Sports Editor

Depth was again the key
factor as Bowling Green's
women swimmers won yet
another championship over
the
weekend-the
Mid
American
Conference
(MAC) title.
BG's tankers racked up
578 points and five first

places in the MAC meet at
Miami University. They
were challenged all the way
by the University of
Pittsburgh, who finished
second with 397 points.
Other teams placing in
the meet were Wright State
Universtiy,
third (275)
points); Miami, fourth (247
points); Ohio niversity. fifth
P2 points) and University

Intramural notes
Entries for two-man volleyball and three-man basketball
now are available from fraternity and residence hall athletic
chairmen.
Entries are due Nov. 25 with play beginning Dec. I.
Off-campus students may pick up the entries at the IM
office. 201 Memorial Hall.

• • •

The Playmates won the 1975 coed football title
Thursday.defeating the Dig-In Mm, 22-2.
A TOTAL OF 28 teams compeled in this year's league.
Wendy Mathews scored two touchdowns for the
championship squad, which was undefeated in league play.

« • •

Phil Ridalfi and Jim Reed won the independent (ennis
doubles final match. 10-5. They will meet the fraternity
champs. Pi Kappa Alpha, to determine the all-campus
champion.

• • •

of Cincinnati,
points).

went to Parkie Thompson.
50-yard backstroke. 29.8
(winning
time.
29.S);
Siesky, 50-yard freestyle.
25.4 (winning time, 25.2):
Finke, three-meter diving.
329.10
points;
and
Wallington.
100-yard
freestyle. 56.0 (winning
time. 55.7).
BG placed third in the
400 medley relay with a
time
of 4:20.0. The
University of Pittsburgh
w.on the relay in 4:13.5.

sixth (93

FALCON DIVER MiSue
Finke garnered 345.65
points to cop first place in
one-meter diving. Diving
teammates Mary Heitman.
Pat Stiget and Renee
Crippen placed seventh,
lhh and 12th respectively.
The
only
other
individual first place foi BG
went to Barb McKee, who
finished
the
200-yard
individual
medley
in
2 182.
The Falcons also won the
400 free relay. 200 medley
relay and the 200 free relay.
Betsy
Fisher.
Lee
Wallington. Becky Sicsky
jnd McKee swam the 400
free in 3:45.7.
The 200 medley relay
lea.n ol Parkie Thompson.
Donna Rosenbaucr. Gail
Sailer and Sicsky was
clocked at 157.7 while
Sailer. Fisher. Walhnglon
and Siesky finished the 200
free in 1:43.2.
RUNNER-UP positions

BG-Cav's Night
Tickets now arc on sale for the annual Bowling
Green-Cleveland Cavaliers night set for Nov. 29 in the
Richfield Coliseum.
The Cavaliers will meet the Seattle Supersonics in
an 8 p.m. contest thai offers special ticket prices for
all University students, faculty and staff.

nwyrffr

(513) 772 1110

BG NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS
Here is my ad. I enclose $
.50 per line. Two line minimum. Approximately
25 spaces in a line.
Please run my ad W
(published Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri.)
Deadline two days before at 4:00 p.m.

S

Flap pockets, flare legs
and fly front...true jean

corduroy from H.I.S.

Great looking pants geared

for campus or career gals!

misses sizes 8 to 18

$18

1616E WOOSTER

OPEN
SUN
THURS
FRI -SAT

4:30 p.m. to 1:00 o.m.
4:30 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.

30 MINUTE DELIVERY

LASALLE*S

352-5221
The Domino People are Pizza People,
period.

Pikes' CONGRATULATE
NEW OFFICERS
Joe Ellis
Terry Mowery
Walt Liska
Dave Bridges
Dean Jewell
'
Mike Mingo
Bruce Burkholder
George Borgione
Neal Painter

PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER
SGT. AT ARMS
PLEDGE TRAINERS
KITCHEN STEWARDS

CORDS!
i are back...we're
ighting this button front,
-washed design for your
wardrobe! Longer looks enhanced
with cord mean a slimming
line that's soo flattering you'll

Chip Truran

Bruce Burkholder
Mark Dobeck
JeffHeldt
Chuck Ceglio
Gary Heldt

Cbpy:

H.I.S.

Brown, rust or green,

LAW SCHOOL

LSAT METHODS. Inc.
11465 Springfield Pike Suite 6
Cincinnati. Ohio 45246

1. AS A1LLE*S

styling in pre-washed

TICKETS FOR die game, regularly S6, can be
purchased for just $3 by contact ing Larry Weiss at
the Alumni Office.
Because of the large demand, the deadline for
reservations has been extended to Nov. 25.

Two IM soccer championships will be decided tonight as
the Foreign Invaders meet ihc Bang Gang at 5 p.m. for the
independent crown and Sigma (In laces Phi Delia Theia for
the fraternity tnlc.
The two winners will play jt 5 p.m. tomorrow for the
all-campus championship.

is difficult to get into The Law School Admissions Test
is one of the most crucial factors determining one's
acceptance to or rejection from law school. A good
score on the LSAT is a must'
We offer you the opportunity to take part m two fuli
days of systematic analysis of all phases of the LSAT.
Increase your score by participating m this compre
hensive preparation.
For information, write or call now.

Of 17 events. BG won
five. Wright State won five
and Pittsburgh won seven.
"We won on depth,"
Sailer said after the meet.
"Our dual meet with Pitt in
January and this weekend's
meet with Wriglil State
should he really tough.
"I think we can probably
win over Wrght State, but
its going to be close. The
meet with Pittsburgh will be
difficult
to
pull off.
though." she added

HOUSE MANAGER
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
I.F.C.
SPORTS CHAIRMAN

love the look! Blue
green or camel,
sizes 8 to 18

$17

NEW ACTIVES
Jim Gannon
Mike Baltes
Pete Miller
Tim Companey

NAME,
ADDRESS_
CITY, ST ATE, ZIP_
PHONE
SOC. SEC. NO..
return to:
106 UNIVERSITY HALL
BOWLING GREEN, OH., 43403
419-372-2003

Charlie Bennethom
Mike Reiser
Chris Galloway

Glenn Gleockel
Tim Murray
Paul Conrad

NEW PLEDGES
AND THEIR BIG BROTHERS
Joe Condent
John Companey
John Kraft
Bob Peeples
Bill Kiskin
Mike Dye

Jim Gannon
Joe Ellis
Tim Ward
Dean Jewell
Mark Dobeck
Mike Baltes

Jed Wehr

Dave Bridges

LASALLE*S
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Editor's note: The following is the tint of I four-part series
on fin attitudes towards Bowling Green's football program.
By Mike Lesko

BG grid fans:
does apathy
truly reign?

The scene is Bowling Green's Doyt L. Perry Field. It is
the final home football game for the 1974 BG squad. The
Falcons are on their way to knocking off Arkansas State
University in a contest that really isn't as close as it was
supposed to be. The score is 17-0 early in the fourth period
and Bowling Green seems to have the game wrapped up.
Meanwhile, at that same moment, Michigan State is on
the verge of upsetting top-ranked Ohio State. The game is
being broadcast on national television and there happens to
be a portable TV set in the BG press box.
BUT, SUDDENLY the TV set - not the game down on
the field -• becomes the center of attention of the majority
of the several dozen or so onlookers in that portion of the
press box.
Michigan Slate has just scored on a long touchdown run
ot jump into the lead and now Ohio State is attmepting to
make a comeback and save its unblemished record.
Most of the people in that section of the press box
literally swarm around the TV. Some kneel in front while
others stand right behind them. Still others strain their
necks or maneuver around for a good spot to watch the
climax of the game
One girl grimly stared at the floor and said, 'The world

might end if Ohio State doesn't win."
THERE IS A sort of tenseness as the press box occupants
anxiously await the eventual outcome.
When Ohio State finally runs out of time in its last
attempt at the winning touchdown, moans and groans are
heard in the press box. But. since the final score is not
"official" yet. many still huddle around the TV.
Then a girl blurts out, "Hey. I wonder what's going on
down on the field!"
For that segment of time when the people in the press
box intently were viewing the Ohio State game, the Falcons
could have trotted off the field - or done almost anything and most of the people in that portion of the press box
probably wouldn't have been aware of it.
While the BG game is in progress, some students in the
stands are busy socializing, while others are hurling rolls of
toilet paper toward the sidelines, gulping down alcoholic
beverages, listening to transistor radios (possibly to the
Ohio State game) or simply sitting motionless as though
rigormortis had set in.
AND SO THE questions arise. Are the students at
Bowling Green apathetic toward Falcon football? Is the
enthusiasm any less for BG football than it is at other
Mid-American Conference (MAC) schools? Are the crowds
at the Falcon home games really vocal? And why don't
more students go to the games'1
The following are the opinions and beliefs of some
performers from this year's Bowling Green football squad:

Senior wingback John Boles: "As fir as cheering goes. I
think it disappoints us when we see the people really aren't
behind us. I really feel that it does lift you up a lot
mentally when you see that there's a lot of people pulling
for you. 1 think there was more cheering this year than last
year."
Senior place kicker Don Taylor: "I don't think the
students here take football seriously - or any BG sport - as
compared to a lot of other schools. Maybe it's because we
aren't a big name school in a big conference.
"WE DONT need the fans to play. And the fans don't
need us either if they don't want us." Taylor continued.
"It's nice to have a lot of people there, but it's not gonna
affect your play. It boosts our spirits when the stadium is
full, but when it's not full, it's not gonna hurt us."
Junior defensive end Bill Whidden: "The vocal support at
the football games here is a little different from the college
games I see on televeision. Everyone's a little apathetic
here. They seem more interested sometimes in things that
happen in the stands. Sometimes a big play will occur and
hardly anything will happen in the stands. I guess I was a
little disappointed in that."
Junior tailback Dave Preston: "I've heard people say our
games are pretty boring. I don't know why. The students
just don't get involved some of the time. The fans were
great at the Miami game but I feel there isn't always enough
vocal support at our games."

Unbeaten icers slap Clarkson
By Bill Estep
Assistant Sports Editor
The Falcon hockey squad overcame injuries and its first
severe test of the season to sweep a two-game scries from
Clarkson College over the weekend.
The BG skaters turned back a last period Clarkson surge
to win Friday's clash, 6-4 and then utilized two first period
goals and some strong defensive play to win Saturday,3-1.
Both games were played before a jammed house in the
Ice Arena. Friday's crowd of 3.496 was the largest Arena
gathering since the Ohio Stale game Jan. 7 of last season
and was nearly surpassed by Saturday's turnout of 3.495.
The BG sweep narrowed Clarkson's series lead over the
Falcons to 4-3. The Falcons now will carry a 4-0 season
mark into tomorrow night's Central Collegiate Hockey
Association (CCHA) opener at Western Michigan.
The single-game clash will be a redemption tilt of sorts
for the Falcons. The Broncos, as a Division II CCHA club,
handed BG 8-2 and 3-2 defeats last year.
Falcon coach Kon Mason said he was pleased with his
team's overall aggressiveness in the Clarkson series.
"We were aggressive because we had to he," Mason said.

"Clarkson is a good, aggressive, tough, physical hockey
team. But we really dominated and outmuscled them.
"CLARKSON SHOWED us that they have a good
hockey team this weekend." the Falcon mentor said.
"They'll go back east and do well. I don't think we could
go into their rink and win games as easily as we did here."
Although the Falcons' high-scoring "black" line of wings
Paul Titanic and Jack Lainc and center Mike Hartman was
stymied much of the evening, the revamped "red" line of
Mark Wells. Tom Esper and Rich Nagai stole the show in
the openei.
Nagai and Esper. playing with their third center in less
than a week, combined for three second period goals to
open the BG margin to 6-2.
Wells, who had been slowed the last three weeks with
mononucleosis, was moved from the all-freshman "orange"
line after John Markcll sprained a knee in Wednesday's
practice.
Markcll only had been at the position since early last
week, filling a gap left by freshman Tom Newton's
ineligibility ruling by the NCAA.
AFTER CLARKSON opened up an early one goal lead
on Dave Taylor's score at 2:56 of the first period.

Revamped 'red' line shines

I

By Dan Garfield
Assistant Sports Editor

Falcon center Mke Hartman (8) clears the puck out
of the BG end as goalie MsVe Luit (30) and Clarkson's
high scoring Dave Taylor (24) look on. Hartman
scored two goals to pace the Falcon's 3-1 win
Saturday. (Newsphotu by Mindy Milligan)

Harrier qualifies
for NCAA race
Senior Tim Zuinbaugh was the lone bright spot in a
disappointing Falcon cross country performance Saturday
at the NCAA District Four championships.
The BG captain, who was the Falcons' fifth and final
scoter at last week's Mid-American Conference (MAC) title
chase, rebounded to finish 26th individually and qualify for
this week's NCAA championships.
Members of the top five team finishers and the first ten
individual runners not on those squads advanced to
Saturday's nationals at Penn State University.
ZUMBAUGH. who had been slowed much of this season
with injuries, loured the six-mile Indiana University layout
in 31:23. He earned all-Amcrican honors on the same
Indiana couisc last year with a 14th place finish.
The Ft. Wayne. Ind. native's berth in the NCAA meet
extends BG's participation in the nationals to 13 of the last
16 years undci coach Mel Brodt.
The Falcons, as a team, finished 13th in a 17-team field
in what Brodt termed probably the worst competitive race
he witnessed in his 16-year tenure.
"THEY literally did nothing for as talented a group as
they are," Brodt said. "It's unexplainahle. Nobody was
competitive."
The University of Wisconsin won the team title with 53
points. Big Ten champion Michigan was second with 80 and
was followed by Indiana (81). Illinois (<)4) and MAC
runner-up Kent State (147). MAC champion Ball State
finished out of the running in sixth with 179 points.
Three-time Big Ten champ Craig Virgin of Illinois
successfully defended his individual title, winning in a
course record time of 29:18.5.

Think orango

ABORTION
Starting Rate
$12.r,
1-24 week pregnancy
terminated by
Licensed Gynecologist

Due
lo Muriel and
ineligibililies. BG hockey
coach Ron Mason was
forced to gamble with a
stacked deck. He heal the
odds and came up with a
fine scoring line which
spearheaded a pan of wins
Friday and Saturday over
Clarkson.
The reconditioned "red"
line of freshman Mark Wells
and senior wingers Tom
Esper and Rich Nagai
tcamed-up for four goals
and five assists in the 6-4.
3-1 triumphs over the
Golden Knights.
For Esper and Nagai.
playing
on
a
line
constructed at the last
minute was nothing new.
The veteran icers have been
shuffled
and
shelved
throughout their careers at
BG, but for Wells, playing
with two established players
was helpful.
"PLAYING ON the same
line as those guys (Esper
and Nagai) is great for me."
Wells said alter Saturday's
win. "They kind of help me
and I have to keep up with
them. They have a lot of
experience and that helps
me."
"1 did alright-had a few
goals." Esper said in
evaluating his weekend net
production. "I thought I
played well. I like the line. I
think we all play well
together. We had four of the
goals,"
the
former
defenseman said.

Nagai. a four-year starter
for the Falcons, said after
the Friday night win lhat
just getting one goal
sometimes generates a few
more.
"OtlCC we got that first
goal, the line got excited."
the Toronto' native said.
"That quick spurt had the
other team mesmerized."
Nagai was referring to the
Falcons' quick three-goal
blitz in Friday's second
period which elevated BG to
a 6-2 lead. It was that "red"
line which got the Falcons
rolling, getting two goals
from Esper as well as two
assists by Wells and one by
Nagai.
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In the Rink Rat MVP
voting for the Clarkson
series. Esper landed the
most votes, followed by
Hartman. Mike Liut and
Byron Shult respectively.
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PANCAKES 1 WAFFLES

* PM — cloae every Tuesday get e
Rib-Eye Dinner tor only $1.39 (Reg. $1.79)

optn Tu«t. thru Sat. 7:30-*
Sundays 7:30-7:00
412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

J5* :

SQUARE M-.U
SQVAnT DEAL
E. Wooster St.

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

SAT., NOV. 22
8:30 P.M.
TOLEDO
MASONIC
AUDITORIUM

{ Across from the Football Stadium

Closed Monday
412 East Woostor

Tickets $4/5/6
- Phone
419/472-1157
for reservations

Wednesday's Session
includes:
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Char Burned Staakt and

:

"38,500,000
Unclaimed
Scholarships
*
*

Over S33.500.000 unclaimed scholarships. 91 ant v. aids #KI
fellowships ranging dom S50 to S10.000 CoiitOl lit. u«
these souices researched and compiled as o< Sen 15, 1975

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave . Los Angeles. CA 90075
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FINEST FACILITIES AND
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Mason will get word
today on freshman Tom
Newton's eligibility appeal.
Mason said if Newton is
ruled eligible he will split
the "red" line center duties
with Wells against Western
Michigan tomorrow.

"BRUCE SET UP Harly real nicely tonight (Saturday)."
Mason said. "He's just a real strong kid."
After Wells lipped in a rebound shot off Esper's stick for
the opening score in Saturday's contest at 5:48 of the first
period, the evening's most spectacular goal came less than
two minutes later.
Hartman stole the puck at midice. passed to Newton at
the blucline. received a return pass in front of the net and
drove it past Clarkson goalie Brian Slieilds at 6:35.
Newton also fed Hartman on the Falcons' third and final
score at 7:27 of the second period from the right point.

Chopi
Full Co."MI Family
Oinnti

e

:

three and one-half hours in
the box.

- FEATURING -

JAZZ
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Defenseman Kevin
MacDonald's
two-minute
roughing infraction at 12:50
of Saturday's first period
moved the BG tri-captain
into third place on the
careei penalty-minute list
with 214 That's more than

SOPHOMORE
center
Mike Hartman. who was

Make Appealing, Interesting Gifts
at UAO's Free Craft Workshop
^Tonight's Session includes:*
*
*
1r Embroider y

lield scoreless Friday for
only the fourth lime in a
BG uniform, still maintains
the team lead in scoring
with
13 points (6-7).
Defenseman John Mavity is
second with nine points
(54) while Esper jumped to
third with eight (4-4).

defenseman John Mavity extended BG's scoring stteak to
200 games when he scored at 6:13 from Dave Easton.
The teams traded goals once again in-the first period
before BG's Steve Murphy hit on possibly the weekend's
biggest goal from lincmatcs Dave Easton and Byron Shut!
with only 10 seconds left.
The Golden Knights just moments before had killed a
four-minute double minor penalty to Marty McNally and
tied the score for the final time on Jeff Hewitt's score at
18:23.
Both coaches later agreed that Murphy's third goal of the
year was the game's turning point.
With the Falcon forward lines already racked by
ineligibility and injury. Mason was forced to make another
offensive change late in Friday's contest.
Junior right wing Jack Lame was knocked to the ice by an
unusually high flying puck following a faccoff at the 11:07
mark of the third period.
I .inn- was carried to the lockerroom on a stretcher with
cuts above the bc.ow his left eye. He sat out Saturday's
game and is scheduled to see an eye specialist today, but
Mason said he should be ready for Western.
Freshman Bruce Newton moved up to Laine's "black"
line spot for the remainder of Friday's opener and
Saturday's clash.
The Uxbridgc, Onl. native set up two Hartman goals with
sharp passes and just missed cashing in on one himself on
Saturday.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
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TUESDAY SPECIALS
(one day only)

* Soft Orion Slipper Sox
Reg.Sl.79~Tues.Xl.29

W * 2 Pc. Suits (Jacket & Skirt

20% off

or Jacket & Pants)
* Music Boxes — Tues. 25% off
% * Kotex New Freedom Pads - 50% off

*
*
*
*
*
*

* All Slips (Full & Half) - 20% to 50% off

OPEN TILL
9:00 P.M.

Name

Call Collect
1-800-321-1205
24 HOUR SERVICE

Sian up in the U AO office nt call 3??-?343
A lift of needed materials is available at the U AO office.

]

Address
City
.State.
ICaiilo-n,a 'MiOMm pttau add 6% ul« laa.l

-Zip.

*
*
*

*
*
*

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

f*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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